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Fce test 6 paper 1 reading answers

Home / FCE Reading and Use of English Practice Tests Cambridge English First Reading and Use of English Practice Tests with answer keys and short vocabulary lists. Take the test online to learn your FCE reading and use english score. If you want to download the test to a PDF or print online, see this list. The reason why I am writing to you is simply to thank you for your
support. Your sample tests and exercises help me a lot. Thanks again and congratulations for the fact that it has created such a wonderful site, which I must say is a very professionally designed Diana Dubu – FCE Student Thanks very much for all the tests. I'm happy with flo-joe. I thank you all. Nezaket, FCE student, Turkey Page 2 FCE Practice Test FCE reading and use
English Part 5: Multiple Choice You are going to read an excerpt from the writer's journal. As for 1-6 questions, choose the right answer A, B, C or D. Six months ago I made a rash promise. The youth club manager in our village called me in March, saying: We are thinking about children's playgrounds in October at half-time. Would you be willing to help? My answer was of
course, why not? In fact, I was a little flattered to be asked, although working as a care assistant with the elderly hardly qualified me for the role. Still, I duly put the date in my diary, and of course I forgot all about it. I don't know if you've noticed, but time is a habit of speeding together faster than a police car chasing a robber and before I knew that day was dawning. I arrived at the
youth center that morning feeling full of treming. There was a gang of 12 assistants, including me and each couple was assigned to a special age group. Mine was 10 to 11 years of age. Even with the planning meeting I had attended the week before, I worried about whether I was up to the task. Why had N't I read the rich lesson plans before? And wasn't the average 10-year-old
more interested in the latest Play Station game than making things with paper and glue? Too soon the children began to arrive. The look of relief on the parents' faces as they handed their offspring over to us was quite comical. A handful of children were already members of the club, while the other forty-five were from local primary schools. Again I ask myself why I was elected to
spend the day with all these little monsters, especially if I have two all my fight with! I don't have to worry, of course, because it turned out to be a wonderful day. We watched entertainment dvd clips, learned action songs in clay pyramids, decorated cookies, played memory games and spent some time quietly contemplating. I say we, because I rediscovered my inner child and
joined all the activities. The particular highlight for me was the final rendition he got the whole world in his hands in the final part of the day. The children knew the words and actions of the heart and sang so loud it was almost to nod the roof. It is difficult to explain these moments; just that the tingling of the body is joyful to have experienced something so magical. Of course, there
were also moments of great poignancy. I had a hard time thinking about one girl who mentioned oh-so-casually that her mom was in the hospital and would be there for a long time. It is easy for us adults to idealise childhood and forget that some children have their own burden of anxiety and anxiety. When I got home completely exhausted, still with modeling clay under my nails, I
thought about what a privilege it was. There was one disappointment for the kids, and it was that the playscheme was only running for one day instead of the whole week. As I said goodbye to my group, one of the children turned around and said, Can we do it again on the next holiday, Miss? My answer was: Of course, why not? 1) When the first day of work arrived the writer was
surprised that the day had come to a turn so quickly. because she'd forget to write down a date. because she witnessed a car chase on her way. that she woke up at dawn. 2) When the writer came to start her work she put the children in pairs. that she should have done more preparation. felt confident that she could cope with the ages of 10 and 11. saw the kids had brought their
electronic games to play with. 3) According to the writer, parents were happy to stay with their children all day. worried about children from other schools. that their children might not behave themselves. happy to leave their children. 4) The writer's best moment took place in the middle of the day. took him by surprise. difficult to put into words. was when the day was over. 5)
According to the writer, adults think that being a child is a privilege. sometimes forget that children are concerned too. are usually exhausted when weaathing their children. no stressful life. 6) What is the writer's attitude until the end of the day? She could imagine doing the job again next time. She was sad to say a good bye to chidlren. She was disappointed with the experience.
he hopes that the playscheme will last longer in the future. E 2 Reading/U E 2 Reading/U E 3 Reading/U E 3 Reading/U E 5 Read/U E 6 Reading/U E 7 Reading and using the test in English 2 Grammar test New, online version of this test :: Answers keys :: DictionaryAssay 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, В, C or D) best fits each crack. There is an example at
the beginning (0). The eighth wonder of the worldThezam barrier is 0 _____ part of a flood protection scheme to protect London 1 _____ water level rise. Defenses 2 _____ include raised river embankment and additional flood gates at strategic points including the Barking Barrier. The unique structure that has a barrier covers the reach of the 520-metre plateau woolwich and 3
_____ of 10 separate moving gates, each swiry and supports between concrete in which the cars are withered. Once raised, the four main gates of 4 _____ stand as high as a five-storey building and as wide as the opening of Tower Bridge. Each 5 _____ 3700 tons. In the first twelve years of 6 _____, the Barrier has been closed twenty-nine times to protect London.7 _____
Barrier from a comfortable cafeteria. Picnic on the riverbank. The hotel offers beautiful views from the river. Visit a store that stocks a large selection of souvenirs, books and Barrier information. Next to a walk along the river there is a children's play area, suitable for ages 4 to 12 years. Visit the impressive Thames Barrier's 8 _____ experience.1A pretB forC starpD ar2A unB alsoC
stillD too3A consistesB includesC includes4A whichB everyC everyD none5A measuresB calculatesD weigh6A operationB surgeryC vacationD profession7AB Sight ViewC HearD Explore8A forgettableB forgettableC forgetfulD memorizedPart 2About issues 9-16, read the text below and think about the word that best suits each crack. Use only one word per space. There is an
example at the beginning (0). In the exam, write your answers in uppercase on a separate answer page. DatamacDatamac was the largest machine in the world 0 _____ Its business 9 _____ facts: it took 10 _____, stored them, examined them and delivered them. It was located in Tokyo, where it received reports and questions from all 11 _____ in the world. It sent responses to
each city every 12 _____. The army of workers kept feeding it on the facts. Other employees moved around inside the Datamac and 13 _____ after that. Datamac was a very special responsibility. It was 14 _____ of all the facts about every human being in the world. Every day it brought in four million facts and answered the question: 15 _____ will happen tomorrow? Every city in
the world received a report on its share of the country. And a complete World Report 16 _____ to the chief corrective force in Tokyo. John Williams was the chief for only three weeks. Now he was not afraid of the World Report every morning. It was just a stack of papers, fifteen centimeters thick. Part 3On questions 17-24, read the text below. Use the letters at the end of a few
lines to create a word that fits the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). In the exam, write your answers in uppercase in a separate answer page. Being a DIY 0 _____ I was glad to take on the challenge of 17 _____ old but 18 _____ house. I was given 19 _____ by a man who used to be 20 _____ of mine before he stopped working for me. The house had to be
changed at 21 _____, and my friend had to remove all his 22 _____ before I could start. The requirements for such a task are many, and before 23 _____ could be made some organizations were required. The final 24 _____ was worth the effort
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